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About This Game

Explore every floors. Find the key. Find the door. Escape. And make sure to use the safest path. Monsters are everywhere.

Radical Dungeon Sweeper is a rogue-minesweeper mashup. You have to find your way to the exit without disturbing the
monsters guarding the floor. If you climb down deep enough in the dungeon you will find the holy relics. Bring them further

down to improve the Mausoleum security.
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How did this garbage even get into my steam account?. Amazing adventure!!

Found all 14 statues!

Found 5 Orbs of 6.

Plenty of fun!!

Great, great game!!. A sweet little game. A little gory, a little cute. Interesting achievements and gameplay. What`s not to like?.
it was good game and more interested.. This game will eternally disappoint me every time I see it in my library. It's not the game
I was led to believe it would be, and I don't recommend it to anyone looking for a space station sim where you build a space
station out of junk. It's a stupid physics game and it just makes me angry to think about.. I really liked this game. It may be a bit
short, but the puzzles are challenging and the graphics are cute and delightful. That being said, I did get this game when I saw it
on sale, but it seems to go on sale all the time, so consider keeping an eye on it.. Multiplayer crashes for me
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next we need bosnian ball in search of landmines. As a tester for this game, I have seen it go from the ground up several times.
Each of the three or four totally different versions are very different. As for whether this game is good that's your personal
choice. This game provides one new thing that tower defenses have never done before and that's physics.

Are the physics necessary? No. Do they always work out? Typically not. Is it actually inovative for its genre heck yes! Only one
person coded this game, with help from his brother sometimes. So having generally working physics at this level is pretty
impressive. However the issues shine through like oil in water, but isn't that what Early Access is made for?

I recommend this game because we should always learn from the mistakes of others, but consider the good they bring to the
table.. play the game, scratch my head, play the game, scratch my head, play the game, scratch my head, play the game, scratch
my head, play the game, scratch my head, play the game, scratch my head, play the game, scratch my head, play the game,
scratch my head and thank you youtube for helping me save some hair on my head.. It's actually a rather fun top-down racer.
Like a TRON-flavored R.C. Pro-Am. And since it's all 2D, it runs quite well on just about any laptop.. there is a bug where if
you leave it on the main menu for too long it goes as slow as when the victory sign is up. it is probably not comanly seen because
players of this wouldnt be siting around doing nothing, but this has happened to me 3 times and ive had to quit the game and
relaunch it to make it work properly.(ps. ignore my horrible spelling.). So right off the bat, You think you have a blue screen of
death error on YOUR PC..... hahaha funny joke guise! But all jokes aside, this game really does make you feel like your
actually doing cool hacking stuff. I got this game in a package deal from Bundle Stars, 10 games for $4.99 heck yeah!

Pros: graphics are so exciting and pixled it could get your grandpa a boner, You WANT to keep playing!, Colorful themes.
Cons: my whole entire pc froze during the first load up, Alot of trickery in the game, alot of stuck points.. I love the graphics,
very nice textures. Love the gameplay too and the feeling of immersion.
For this price, I recommend it, especially if you like puzzle games that are not too hard.. not worth he money. i would spend it
on firewatch.. I'm only giving a negative review because of the broken sound - it only comes out of the right speaker.

Other than that, the game is quite fun with a really cool aesthetic. Each level is made up of 5 areas, and once you beat a level it
unlocks in the "New Game" selection screen. You get 5 lives and 2 continues, for a total 15 lives. A new life is awarded ever
100k points, but the points are reset if you use a continue.

I was playing on Normal until the 3rd boss proved way too difficult, after which I switched to Easy and coasted through the rest.
On Normal difficulty your plane is downed in 1 hit, while on Easy it takes 4 hits - which effectively gives you quadruple lives!
So yeah, becomes pretty easy compared to the Very Hard that is Normal. I guess that's another minus.

If the audio is ever fixed (don't hold your breath,) I'll update the review to Recommended.. Refreshing. Thirst quenching. Full
of electrolytes. I got a B on my first try.
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